Amethyst Package – from £520
A more spiritually based ceremony which includes a Soul Plan Relationship Reading for the
couple that takes place separately either before or after the ceremony. During the ceremony, an
overview of the couple’s Soul Plan energies and how they relate to each other is shared with
the guests. Beautiful, unique, hand drawn Soul Plan mandalas are also available for purchase
(ask for details & prices).
Package price includes initial interview, draft ceremony, liaison with venue, second interview &
moderations, final draft, final interview & practice, delivery of ceremony, Soul Plan Relationship
reading, 2 further free elements & a keepsake written copy of ceremony.

Signing & Witness Ceremony (included)
A brief ceremony involving the couple and 2-4 witnesses. Each in turn sign a keepsake parchment,
which is then presented to the newlyweds.

Ring Warming Ceremony (included)
In the ring warming ceremony the couple’s wedding rings are passed amongst the attending guests in a
pouch or other container. Guests are invited to pass on a thought or good wishes to the couple as the
rings pass through their hands.

Oathing Stone Ceremony (included)
An old Celtic tradition, similar to the Ring Warming. Guests offer blessings to the couple while holding
the ‘oathing stone’ which can be decorated by the couple/family. The couple then hold the stone as they
make their vows, symbolising the permanency of their commitment.

Unity Sand Ceremony – from £50
This ceremony option symbolises the coming together of the two families. It is a very simple idea that
can be incredibly powerful. Typically, each person has different coloured sand and takes turns pouring
it into one clear vessel, forming a layered effect. Children, parents and/or guests can also be involved.

Wine Box / Love Letter – from £65
The couple will write love letters to each other before the wedding which they will seal in an envelope.
They will choose their favourite bottle of wine or drink of choice and place these and any other
memorabilia in the wine box. If clients choose this ceremony option, during the wedding ceremony they
will seal the box and vow not to open the box until an anniversary of their choice, reminding them of
why they fell in love and chose to be together.

Hand Wrapping Ceremony / Hand Fasting – from £75
The origin of “tying the knot”. A Celtic / Pagan tradition where the hands are tied with ribbons or cloth
in the shape of the infinity symbol to symbolise the bringing together of the two hearts in a union of
strength and unity forever.

Rose Ceremony – from £30
In the rose ceremony the couple can choose to present roses to the mothers or grandmothers, as a way
of showing appreciation for their support. The roses can also be presented as the first gifts that the
couple will give to each other.

Unity Candle – from £60
This ritual has long been used in Catholic weddings, but as a traditional ceremony option it also holds
a universal meaning. It symbolises the joining of the couple in marriage as well as the joining of their
two original families. The couple’s mothers can light their individual candles for them as a symbol to
show that they are moving on from their family to create a new family together.

Wine Ceremony – from £45
In the wine ceremony the couple can either choose to pour a glass of white and a glass of red into one
larger glass, to create a blush that they will both drink from, or there can be a pouring of one glass that
they both will drink from. Alternatively, you might want to use Gin and Tonic or other drinks.

Wishing Jar / Tree – from £30
Each guest writes a thought or message to the couple on a label / tag. This is then hung on a stylised
tree or placed in a jar as a memento of the day.

Fingerprint Tree – from £20
Each guest prints their fingerprint on a parchment depicting a tree. They sign or initial each print.

Broom Jumping Ceremony – from £95
The broom jumping ceremony is based upon tradition which symbolises the clearing away of negativity
with a sweep of the broom and creating a threshold for the couple to cross over into their new life
together.

Tree Planting – from £60
Couples plant a tree, each adding their own pot of soil, then watering with their own watering can or
sharing a watering can. The tree, which needs nurturing, symbolises the growth of the relationship.

Additional Costs to be agreed prior to the Ceremony
Travel expenses - £1 per mile if over 20 miles to venue or client.
Accommodation – At cost if overnight stay required.
Fancy / Themed Dress – At cost as required
Miscellaneous Costs – As agreed

